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(Gray News) - The United States Department of Agriculture said Tuesday that Conagra Brands, Inc. is recalling more than 2.5 million pounds of canned
meat and poultry products.

The recall was issued due to a “packaging defect that may cause the products to become contaminated without showing any outward signs of
contamination,” the agency’s Food Safety and Inspection Service said.

The recalled meat and poultry products were shipped to stores across the country and produced between Dec. 12, 2022 and Jan. 13, 2023.

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the establishment number “P4247″ is listed on the recalled cans.

Officials said the issue was first discovered when the Food Safety and Inspection Service was notified of spoiled or leaking cans in a warehouse.

There have been no confirmed reports of adverse reactions from the canned meat or poultry, the U.S. Department of Agriculture said.

Health officials urged customers to throw the products away or return the cans to the place of purchase.

Copyright 2023 Gray Media Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Latest News

 Prosecutors: GPS ankle monitor put Sotka at scene of Green Bay murders

 Green Bay-area retirement home evicting residents on Medicaid

 Authorities suspect Brown County teen died of hypothermia

 Police: Green Bay double-murder suspect arrested in Arkansas hours after 911 call

 WATCH: Huge boulder crashes into home, narrowly missing woman

 Oregon kidnapping suspect dies of self-inflicted gunshot

Caught on video: Tractor-trailer loses control on interstate
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 Tom Brady retires, insisting this time it’s for good

Tom Brady retiring 'for good' this time



Missy, Willie and George Michael among Rock Hall nominees
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